⇜Key Stage 4

Year 12
Autumn

The link with KS4 is
through the
Citizenship
curriculum

Core
Knowledge

UK Politics

Spring
UK Government

Political Ideas

Democracy and Participation

The Constitution

Liberalism

Direct v representative democracy; the
extent to which UK democracy is in need of
reform; the extent to which there is a
“participation crisis” in the UK and how this
crisis might be resolved; pressure groups
and the extent to which they threaten or
enhance democracy; the role of think tanks
and lobbyists; rights in context, including
debates about our “rights-based culture”.

How the UK constitution has developed; its
main sources; its main principles,
Constitutional reforms since 1997;
devolution; debates about further reforms,
e.g. lowering the voting age, extending
devolution to England, codifying the
constitution, reforming the House of Lords.

Key Themes (Human Nature, State, Society,
Economy). Core Ideas (individualism,
Freedom or liberty, the state as a necessary
evil, equality and social justice, liberal
democracy). Tensions between classical
and modern liberalism. Five key thinkers
(Locke, Wollstonecraft, Mill, Rawls,
Friedan).

Parliament

Conservatism

The extent to which the House of
Commons is more powerful than the House
of Lords; How the legislative process works;
how well parliament performs its functions
(legitimisation, legislative, debate, scrutiny
of the executive, representation,
recruitment).

Key Themes (Human Nature, State, Society,
Economy). Core Ideas (pragmatism,
tradition, human imperfection, organic
society, libertarianism).

Elections and Electoral Systems
Students must understand different
electoral systems used in the UK (FPTP, SV,
STV, AMS), how they operate and their
advantages/disadvantages; why different
electoral systems are used in different parts
of the UK, the impact of electoral systems
on the type of government elected, party
representation and voter choice.

Voting Behaviour and the Media
This topic is studied through the prism of
three General Elections; what is the main
predictor of voting behaviour (e.g. class,
age, gender, leadership). We also look at
the influence of the media on voting
behaviour.

Prime Ministers
Students must have a detailed knowledge
of two Prime Ministers. In addition, they
should know about the structure, roles and
powers of the executive; the concept of
ministerial responsibility; the powers of the
PM in relation to the Cabinet and
parliament.

Political Parties
Their functions; the extent to which they
are democratic; party funding; divisions
within the main political parties; the extent
to which the main political parties have
stayed true to their original principles; two
minor parties; the extent to which the UK
now has a multi-party system; factors
affecting party success.

Opportunities
& Adaptations

Socialism
Key Themes (Human Nature, State,
Society, Economy). Core Ideas
(collectivism, common humanity,
equality, social class, workers’ control).
Tensions between revolutionary
socialism, social democracy and the
third way. Five key thinkers (Marx and
Engels, Webb, Luxembourg, Crosland,
Giddens).

Non-Core ideology
Choose one from: Feminism,
Relationships between Institutions

Assessment

Summer

The focus is to ask where sovereignty in the
UK political system lies. Students are
expected to discuss this question by
examining the relationship between the
Supreme Court, the executive and
parliament; parliament and the executive;
the UK government and the European
Union.

Anarchism, Multiculturalism,
Nationalism or Ecologism. For the
chosen non-core ideology, students
must study Key Themes (Human
Nature, State, Society, Economy). Core
Ideas, Tensions within the ideology.
Five key thinkers, as per the
specification.

End of topic timed assessments, as per
the unit plan.

End of topic timed assessments, as per
the unit plan

Spring

Summer

Government and Politics of the
USA

Government and Politics of the
USA, with Comparative Politics

Democracy and Participation
Electoral systems in USA; US presidential

Congress

elections; the importance of incumbency;
Campaign finance; Key ideas and principles
of the Democratic and Republican parties;
conflicts, tendencies and changes within
the parties; Coalitions of supporters for
each party in relation to at least one recent
Presidential election; Interest groups in the
USA (their significance, resources, tactics)
and debates about their impact on
democracy.

We examine the structure of Congress and
distribution of powers between the Senate
and the House. Functions of Congress
(representation, legislative, oversight).

Revision
All (Revision)
Sample questions and timed essay
practice in preparation for the
examination in June

Comparative Approaches
In the final topic, we compare the
politics and government of the UK and
the US.

The Constitution and Federalism
US Constitution (its vagueness, the
different branches of government, the
amendment process); Features of the
US Constitution (federalism,
bipartisanship, separation of
powers/checks and balances, limited
government).

The Supreme Court and Civil Rights
The nature and role of the Supreme Court;

Rational, Cultural, Structural

Similarities and Differences between
aspects of US and UK Politics and
Government
Legislative branches, executive branches,
Powers of the PM and the President,
Supreme Courts, Democracy and
Participation.

Appointment process; Impact of the
Supreme Court on public policy (with a
range of post-2005 examples); How the
Supreme Court protects rights; The
effectiveness of different racial rights
campaigns, including voting rights,
affirmative action and representation.

US Presidency
We study presidents since 1992. Formal
and Informal sources of presidential
power; Relationships between the
presidency, Congress and the Supreme
Court; Limitations on presidential power
and why this varies between presidents;
The idea of the imperial presidency.

Revision day for US Politics

End of topic timed assessments, as per
the unit plan.

End of topic timed assessments, as per
the unit plan.

End of topic timed assessments, as per
the unit plan.
Mock examinations

Excellence; for each, for all

Support is available for students
wanting to study
Politics/International Relations at
university. Students may wish to
extend their A Level learning
through the EPQ.
Top Ten Universities for Politics in
2020 were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Oxford
Cambridge
St Andrews
Warwick
LSE
UCL
Sheffield
Exeter
Durham
Bath

Particular job areas following a
Politics degree include in the civil
service, social research, PA,
consultancy work, charity work,
HR, local government, market
research and sales, journalism and
PR.

Theoretical Approaches

Revision day for UK Politics

End of Year 12 internal examination

Politics

Autumn

Year 13

University ^
Employment ⇝

A Level examinations

